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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welches der folgenden Betriebssysteme verfÃ¼gt Ã¼ber Versionen
fÃ¼r Server, Workstations und Telefone?
A. Android
B. iOS
C. Windows

D. Chrome OS
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You want to configure 10 Compute Engine instances for
availability when maintenance occurs.
Your requirements state that these instances should attempt to
automatically restart if they crash.
Also, the instances should be highly available including during
system maintenance. What should you do?
A. Create an instance group for the instances.
Set the `Autohealing' health check to healthy (HTTP).
B. Create an instance template for the instances.
`Automatic Restart' to off. Set `On-host maintenance' to
Terminate VM instances.
Add the instance template to an instance group.
C. Create an instance group for the instance.
Verify that the `Advanced creation options' setting for `do not
retry machine creation' is set to off.
D. Create an instance template for the instances.
Set the `Automatic Restart' to on. Set the `On-host
maintenance' to Migrate VM instance.
Add the instance template to an intsance group.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Configure an instance's maintenance behavior and automatic
restart setting using the onHostMaintenance and
automaticRestart properties. All instances are configured with
default values unless you explicitly specify otherwise.
onHostMaintenance: Determines the behavior when a maintenance
event occurs that might cause your instance to reboot.
[Default] migrate, which causes Compute Engine to live migrate
an instance when there is a maintenance event.
terminate, which terminates an instance instead of migrating
it.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator is attempting to power on a virtual machine
with 32GB of memory. The operation fails with the following
error:
Could not power on VM: No space left on device
Checking the space on the virtual machine's datastore, there is
30GB free.
Which action would allow the VM to power on?
A. Enable vSphere HD admission control on the cluster in which
the VM resides.
B. Set a 2GB memory limit on the VM.
C. Mount the virtual disk from the affected VM on to another
virtual machine and free up space from within the OS.

D. Set a 2GB memory reservation on the VM.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
You must reserve swap space for any unreserved virtual machine
memory (the difference between the reservation and the
configured memory size) on per-virtual machine swap files.
Reference:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vspher
e.resmgmt.doc/GUID- AC40823A-695B-438A-A8F2-4B7C51A0D014.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company uses U1900 to provide call services. Which of the
following statements is CORRECT about call rights for employee
A and employee B?
A. If employee A is assigned the Default right and B the Normal
right, they can place local calls at any time.
B. If employee A is assigned the Default right, employee A can
place local calls only at work time.
C. If employee B is assigned the Normal right, employee B can
place local calls only at work time.
D. If employees A and B are assigned the Default right, they
can place national toll calls at work time.
Answer: A
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